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Dear Tom Wilk, 

The ailments still limits, I'm trying to write a book, I work more than a day 
each day, but will try. I suggest that in the last minute, say the night before, 
you cann. As of now I have nothing extra scheduled for 3/20-30. I'll be ie NYC the 
flth for an afternoon speech at Aenter College but don't know when I'll return 

gaf you drive tke whatever highway is best to the Baltimore Beltwar. If you' 
ase close enough to the Jersey Turnpike it feeds into 195 in Delaware and that 
into this Beltway, 1695. Take the right fork into it. It may be marked Towson. 
Stay on 1695 to exit 16, a real tripe (decker) uadel° pass. It is also marked I think as 
the exit to 170, perhaps indicating Frederick. But take this one and it merges into 
170 N. That in turn merges into US 40. Once you get on 170N regardless of numbers 
stay on it to Frederick, where I think it is again 40. But stay on that road I7oNjoicts 
up again at Frederic' and you don't want it there. It continues past us. There 
fork, EL,  I recall, while you are going around and through Frederick, wit.' 170 	- left 
and US 40 right. Tate the right fork and stay on 40 to Exit 6W, where you will bee a Holi-day Inn. It is lase than five minutes fro- the fork and on the opposite Side of thS 
road. To get to it at Exit 6W you loop under to it. There you tura right, onto 	I 
‘'aughmanis Lane, for a little over a bald mile, to a 4-way steep, Shookstowa Rd. 
Turn left about 2 miles. When you are going up the mountain start locking because 
after begineing ascent on the right the first road is Old Receiver Road. Turn left 
on it about .3 miles, take the left cork in about a city block, and then you are down 
in the flat after a short steep S-curve you are here. As you start down the hill there 
is a patch of woods on the right. Shortly past that is a large galvanized mailbox with 
as Washington Foot paperbox on top, the only one like it in combination. Two car 
lengths past that on the right is out lane. The hours is 400-500 feet free the road 
and can't be see from it. In emergency, 473-8186. 

Best, 
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